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Abstract 

This article presents two new models of Dynamic User Equilibrium that are particularly suited for ITS applications, where the 
evolution of vehicle flows and travel times must be simulated on large road networks, possibly in real-time. The key feature of the 
proposed models is the detail representation of the main congestion phenomena occurring at nodes of urban networks, such as vehicle 
queues and their spillback, as well as flow conflicts in mergins and diversions. Compared to the simple word of static assignment, 
where only the congestion along the arc is typically reproduced through a separable relation between vehicle flow and travel time, this 
type of DTA models are much more complex, as the above relation becomes non-separable, both in time and space. 
Traffic simulation is here attained through a macroscopic flow model, that extends the theory of kinematic waves to urban networks 
and non-linear fundamental diagrams: the General Link Transmission Model. The sub-models of the GLTM, namely the Node 
Intersection Model, the Forward Propagation Model of vehicles and the Backward Propagation Model of spaces, can be combined in 
two different ways to produce arc travel times starting from turn flows. The first approach is to consider short time intervals of a few 
seconds and process all nodes for each temporal layer in chronological order. The second approach allows to consider long time 
intervals of a few minutes and for each sub-model requires to process the whole temporal profile of involved variables. The two 
resulting DTA models are here analyzed and compared with the aim of identifying their possible use cases. 
A rigorous mathematical formulation is out of the scope of this paper, as well as a detailed explanation of the solution algorithm. 
The dynamic equilibrium is anyhow sought through a new method based on Gradient Projection, which is capable to solve both 
proposed models with any desired precision in a reasonable number of iterations. Its fast convergence is essential to show that the two 
proposed models for network congestion actually converge at equilibrium to nearly identical solutions in terms of arc flows and travel 
times, despite their two diametrical approaches wrt the dynamic nature of the problem, as shown in the numerical tests presented here. 
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1. Background and motivation 

Despite 20 years of intensive efforts produced by the transportation research community (starting from the early 
models of, e.g., Jayakrisham et al., 1994; Ben-Akiva et al., 1997; Adamo et al., 1999), Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
(DTA) is still one of the most challenging issues in network modelling. A satisfactory mathematical framework that 
ensures the existence and uniqueness of a dynamic user equilibrium, along with a convergent algorithm that can 
rapidly compute its solution, are goals to be yet achieved. Some consistent formulations are available (e.g., Friesz et 
al., 1993; Ran and Boyce, 1994; Heydecker and Addison, 1998); but one shall be ready to pay a high price in terms 
of model realism on the supply side (e.g. simple point-queue models with no flow conflicts at nodes and no 
spillback congestion) and/or on the demand side (e.g. instantaneous shortest paths, system optimum vs. user 
equilibrium). As a result, although new researches (e.g., Mahut and Florian, 2008; Smith and Mounce, 2011; 
Ramadurai and Ukkusuri, 2011) are trying to exploit some of the ideas that allowed a relevant improvement in the 
state-of-the-practice for static assignment (e.g. Dial, 2006; Gentile, 2014), fixed-point-like formulations, with their 
poor mathematical properties, and MSA (Method of Successive Averages) algorithms, with their slow convergence 
patterns, still seem to dominate the panorama of DTA models today (an up-to-date review of some academic and 
commercial software available for real-life applications can be found in Barcelo, 2010).  

On the other hand, the need of reliable traffic models that can be efficiently solved also for large networks, is 
constantly increasing. Once the limited realism of the static approach is recognized (e.g. Gentile, 2010a), DTA is 
seen by more and more experts as a fundamental tool to analyze congested networks in two distinct use cases: off-
line transport planning, to provide simulations of design and management scenario; real-time traffic monitoring, to 
provide short term predictions on flows and speeds. Traffic management shares elements from both base cases. 

The above two applications of assignment models have a key difference. In traffic monitoring, the main aim of 
simulations is to reproduce vehicle flows and travel times on the road network for given demand and supply, 
possibly in real-time. In transport planning, the main aim of simulations is to compare different design scenarios. 
This diverse perspective implies that, while in the latter case it can be important to compute precise equilibrium 
solutions, even at the price of adopting a rough representation of traffic phenomena, such as that provided by static 
assignment models, the contrary is true in the former case. 

Actually in the context of traffic monitoring the paradigm of equilibrium path choices is not as stringent (is there 
a dynamic equilibrium in real-time?), while we need supply models capable to reproduce the essence of network 
congestion, that is the evolution in time of queues and their possible spillback. 

In other words, although we still consider the user equilibrium paradigm a convenient modelling framework, in 
traffic monitoring more importance is given to the realism of dynamic network loading (consistency of flows, travel 
times and capacity constraints) including vehicle interactions at nodes, than to the possibility of reaching a highly 
precise consistency between path choices and arc performances (i.e. times and costs). Then, in traffic management 
applications the essential property of the DTA model should be its sensitivity (sound reaction) to local changes of 
the main supply parameters, such as capacity reductions due to traffic events. To cope with this need, the dynamic 
models applied in real-time (e.g., Mahmassani, 2001; Ben-Akiva et al., 2002; Gentile and Meschini, 2011) introduce 
some simplifying assumption, especially wrt route choice, compared to static off-line models. 

The main aim of this paper is to present two new models for DTA where the network congestion is reproduced 
through the General Link Transmission Model (Gentile, 2010b). The GLTM is a macroscopic flow model, that 
extends the theory of kinematic waves to urban networks and allows for any concave fundamental diagram. Like the 
Link Transmission Model (Yperman, 2007), the GLTM does not require to split each arc into smaller segments, as 
in the Cell Transmission Model (Daganzo, 1994-1995). Unlike the LTM, the GLTM propagates the demand flows 
from the origins through the network, based on given (possibly time varying) splitting rates (or turning fractions), 
without the need of handling destination specific flows; clearly, a given flow rate is also diverted from the network 
nodes to the destinations, and thus exits the network. However, this simplified approach, which allows to simulate 
large networks in real time, requires an iterative process to obtain a Dynamic Network Loading that is consistent 
with given Origin Destination flows. Indeed, even if the splitting rates are derived from the assignment to the 
network of the given OD flows, new travel times computed by the GLTM would produce a different result if flows 
would be propagated according to the same arc conditional probabilities toward the destination (i.e. no change in the 
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route choice is considered). Finally, unlike both LTM and CTM, the GLTM allows for the simulation of hypocritical 
congestion along the link. 

The sub-models of the GLTM, namely the Node Intersection Model, the Forward Propagation Model and the 
Backward Propagation Model, can be combined in two different ways to produce arc travel times starting from turn 
flows. The first approach is to consider short time intervals of a few seconds and process all nodes for each temporal 
layer in chronological order; this is the classical way of dealing with the network simulation in DTA macro and 
meso-scopic models (see also, Papageorgiou, 1990; Lo and Stezo, 2012). The second approach allows to consider 
long time intervals of a few minutes and for each sub-model requires to process the whole temporal profile of 
involved variables; this innovative method has been first proposed in Bellei et al. (2005), and other researchers are 
now further developing it (e.g. Himpe et al., 2013). The two resulting models will be analyzed and compared with 
the aim identifying their possible use cases. 

The DTA models proposed here develop from the deterministic version of the model presented in Bellei et al. 
(2005) for the case of Logit route choice, which has been implemented in the VISUM software package as the 
reference macroscopic method for dynamic assignment since version 10 (Gentile et al., 2006) and simply called 
DUE (Dynamic User Equilibrium). 

In this paper, the dynamic equilibrium is sought through a new method based on Gradient Projection, which is 
capable to solve both the proposed DTA models with any desired precision in a reasonable number of iterations. 
Although the full presentation of the algorithm is out of the scope of this paper, its fast convergence was essential to 
show that the two distinct models for network congestion actually provide at equilibrium nearly identical solutions 
in terms of arc flows and travel times, despite their diametrical approaches to the dynamic nature of the problem. 
Numerical results prove the validity of this assertion for both dynamic equilibrium and network loading wrt different 
time discretizations, with time intervals of 6, 60 and 600 sec. 

2. Conceptual framework 

In this section the proposed DTA models are presented through a conceptual schema, as a fixed point problem. A 
more convenient mathematical formulation as a variational inequality problem with full explanation of all variables 
is out of the scope of this paper, but can has been recently presented in Gentile (2014b). Here we concentrate our 
attention on the essential aspects of DTA modelling architecture. 

 

 
Figure 1. Schema of the DTA model and algorithm. The dashed arrow indicates that the iterate variable is used in 

the next iteration. The thick arrow recalls that an algorithmic transformation of the iterate (e.g. through MSA or 
Gradient Projection) is required to provide a descent direction for the convergence of the equilibrium as a fixed-
point problem. 
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NCM – Network Congestion Model. It takes as input the turn flows, aggregated for all destinations, and yields as 
output the arc travel times. This model aims at reproducing different traffic phenomena, from hypocritical 
congestion, to queue spillback.  

ACM – Arc Cost Model. It takes as input the travel times and yields the arc costs perceived by each user class, 
considering their different values of time and tolls. 

RCM – Route Choice Model. It takes as input the arc costs, as well as the arc travel times that allow for the 
dynamic (backward) concatenation of perceived utilities. It yields as output the expected costs to reach the 
destination using each local alternative, that are then used to compute the arc conditional probabilities. However, it 
can be convenient to perform the latter computation directly in the FPM.  

FPM – Flow Propagation Model. It takes as input the travel demand and the local choices, as well as the travel 
times (or the propagation map) that allow for the dynamic (forward) propagation of users. It yields as output the arc 
flows directed towards each destination.  

 
Notation of the Dynamic User equilibrium 
 
qytgd  flow of class g G passing through turn y Y during time interval [ t , t+1) with t T and directed toward 

destination d Z 
maet  share of flow entering arc a A during time interval [ t , t+1) with t T and exiting during time interval           

[ e , e+1) with e  t T 
tat   travel time of arc a A for users entering at time t , with t T 
catg  cost of arc a A perceived by users of class g G entering at time t , with t T 
watgd expected cost perceived by users of class g G users entering arc a A during time interval [ t , t+1) with t T 

and directed toward destination d Z 
patgd  probability that, during time interval [ t , t+1) with t T, users of class g G directed toward destination d Z 

choose to enter arc a A conditional on being at its initial node 
dodgt  demand flow of class g G travelling from origin o Z to destination d Z and leaving during time interval        

[ t , t+1) with t T 
 
For the case of deterministic choices we consider the temporal layer computation of dynamic shortest paths 

proposed in Gentile et al. (2004), which extends to continuous temporal profiles the approach of Chabini (1998), 
instead of the trajectory based computation proposed by Pallottino and Scutellà (1998). Consistently with the time 
discretization, we consider flows as constant during each time interval. Then, all users leaving a node during a same 
interval choose the next arc toward their destination in the same way and shall evaluate the different local 
alternatives considering the expected cost of the last instant; this way, all such users will be affected by their own 
choice. On the contrary case, the model becomes instable. 

Two kind of arc flows will be considered in the model. The first one, produced by the Flow Propagation Model 
on the basis of route choices to determine splitting rates, is consistent with drivers’ behaviour but inconsistent with 
congestion phenomena. The second one, produced by the Network Congestion Model for given splitting rates (see 
later), is consistent with congestion phenomena but inconsistent with drivers’ behaviour. Only at equilibrium these 
two flow variables become mutually consistent. 

In this paper, we investigate two different approaches for the NCM, that are based on the same components and 
describe the same phenomena, but diverge substantially in terms of algorithm implementation and granularity of 
time discretization. 

2.1. The General Link Transmission Model and the simulation approach 

The first approach is based on the General Link Transition Model (Gentile, 2010b) as a simulation tool. This is a 
macroscopic model based on the solution in terms of cumulative flows of the kinematic wave model (Newell, 1993) 
suitably extended to allow any concave fundamental diagram. For each time interval in chronological order, all 
nodes are processed in no particular order. Such an approach based on temporal layers allows for the exact solution 
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of the model, under the assumption that the speed of no wave, hypocritical (free flow speed) or hypercritical (jam 
wave speed), is faster than the simulation speed (the ratio between the length of the arc and the duration of the time 
interval). This way, no arc inflow or outflow in a given time interval can affect the flow state of other arcs in the 
same time interval. In practice, we can stretch le length of some very short link so as to consider a simulation tick of 
up to 6-12 seconds; otherwise, we can stick to a classical time discretization with intervals of 1 second. 

 

 
Figure 2. Schema of the simulation algorithm based on the GLTM for a given time interval. Rounded boxes are 

functions, while sharp boxes are variables. The dashed arrows indicate a relation between different temporal layers. 
The arrow with initial bullet indicate a relation that involves the entire temporal profile of a variable.

Notation of the GLTM 
 
qyt   equivalent flow (volume) passing through turn y Y during time interval [ t , t+1) with t T 
Fat   cumulative inflow of arc a A at time t , with t T 
Eat   cumulative outflow of arc a A at time t , with t T 
Gat  cumulative receiving flow of arc a A at time t , with t T 
Hat  cumulative sending flow of arc a A at time t , with t T 

 
SUM – Turn flows specific by destination and classes are aggregated as vehicle equivalents. This allows to 

retrieve outflows from origins and splitting rates  
NIM – Node Intersection Model. It solves the conflict between the sending flows (the maximum number of 

vehicles that can exit an arc up to a given instant) of its backward star and the receiving flows (the maximum 
number of vehicles that can enter an arc up to a given instant) of its forward star. In mergings, the downstream 
receiving flow is partitioned accordingly to capacities and priorities of the upstream arcs among the sending flows 
that are to be served. In diversions, the sending flows of all turns are served, accordingly to the FIFO rule, at a same 
rate which is given by the minimum ratio between the receiving and sending flow of each turn. On these bases, the 
outflows of the backward star and the inflows of the forward star are obtained for the current time interval. 

FWP – Forward Wave Propagation. Consistently with the theory of the kinematic waves, the cumulative inflow 
at the beginning of the current interval is projected forward along the link to compute the cumulative sending flow at 
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a later time. This instant is when the shockwave between the current and previous inflow state reaches the head of 
the arc. The cumulative sending flow is equal to the cumulative inflow plus all the vehicles that would pass the 
shockwave at either two hypocritical states (it’s the same). The profile point of the cumulative sending flow thus 
calculated is joined with the previous analogous point. The actual sending flow is given by the lower envelope of 
these segments. 

BWP – Backward Wave Propagation. Consistently with the theory of the kinematic waves the cumulative 
outflow at the beginning of the current interval is projected backward along the link to compute the cumulative 
receiving flow at a later time. This instant is when the shockwave between the current and previous outflow state 
reaches the tail of the arc. The cumulative receiving flow is equal to the cumulative outflow plus all the vehicles that 
would pass the shockwave at either two hypercritical states (it’s the same). The profile point of the cumulative 
receiving flow thus calculated is joined with the previous analogous point. The actual receiving flow is given by the 
lower envelope of these segments. 

EEF – Entry-Exit Fifo. This link model yields a temporal profile of travel times for a given inflow and outflow 
temporal profiles, under the assumption that the First In First Out rule holds, at least on average. In this case, the 
travel time is the horizontal distance between the two cumulative temporal profiles of inflows and outflows (while 
the vertical distance is the number of vehicles on the arc). If these profiles are approximated as piecewise linear 
functions pivoted on a fixed temporal discretization, the approximation of this method can be as high as the duration 
of the time interval. 

ATM – Arc Time Map. Given the cumulative temporal profile of inflows and outflows, based on the FIFO rule it 
is possible, not only to determine the temporal profile of travel times through the EEF model, but also to calculate 
the share of inflow entering during a certain interval that exits during the same or a next interval. The resulting arc 
time map is a crucial information for the correct propagation of flows through the network. Especially, in the 
presence of queue spillback from downstream, where the arc outflow is the result of the time varying exit capacity 
and is not simply given by the inflow scaled by the relative variation of travel time, the introduction of the arc map 
represents a key improvement wrt the original DUE model (Bellei et al., 2005) in terms of consistency between the 
supply and demand sides of the dynamic equilibrium model. 

 

 
Figure 3. Link model. Forward propagation of entry flows and backward propagation of exit flows (spaces) 

through Newell’s solution of Kinematic Wave Theory based on cumulative flows. 
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Figure 4. Node merging. Partition of scarce resource (receiving flow) among BS links, based on turn capacities 

and priorities. If a sending flow does not fully exploit the assigned resource the rest is shared among “hungry” arcs. 
 

 
Figure 5. Node diversion. Assuming FIFO, min ratio between receiving and splitting rate by sending flow. 

 

 
Figure 6. Flow Propagation Model and Arc Time Map. 
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While in Gentile et al. (2007) the consistency of the dynamic network loading between flows and travel times 
(including spillback and capacity constraints) is achieved only jointly with the equilibrium, in the proposed 
framework a proper Dynamic Network Loading based on splitting rates is obtained at each iteration. This conveys 
robustness to the model and allows for an easier interpretation of results, even when the level of convergence 
achieved is not fully satisfactory. 

2.2. The Network Performance Function and the functional approach 

The second approach we have considered is a revised version of the Network Performance Function (NPF) with 
spillback introduced in (Gentile et al., 2007), which is the base of the DUE model available in the VISUM software 
package. In this version, the concepts of exit and entry capacities are replaced with the NIM based on cumulative 
sending and receiving flows. This way, the NPF is casted in the same theoretical framework of the GLTM. 

 

 
Figure 7. Schema of the NCM model with functional approach. The circled numbers indicate the sub-models 

sequence. The sub-sequence 2-3-4-5 forms a cycle that identifies a fixed point problem. 
 
Thus, no new variable is introduced. Moreover, SUM, BWP, FWP and NIM are the same already described. But 

here each sub-model is applied separately in chronological order to the whole temporal profile, instead that using a 
temporal layer approach. 

CFT – Capacity Flow Transformation. This sub-model spreads forward in time the cumulative inflow profile to 
cope with cumulative receiving flows. This is necessary to avoid multiple counting of the queue time. 
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AKW – Average Kinematic Waves. This link model (Gentile et al., 2005), inspired by the theory of kinematic 
waves, first yields a temporal profile of travel times for a given inflow temporal profile representing the hypocritical 
congestion, as if no queue is present at the end of the arc. Then, in case of queues, when the cumulative sending 
flow is higher than the cumulative outflow, the EEF model is applied. Since the typical time intervals of the NPF are 
long, the approximation of the EEF model in the computation of travel times can be relevant. However, in real 
networks sharp changes of hypercritical exit flows occur mostly in two specific occasions: the beginning and end of 
the queue on the arc, the beginning and end of a spillback from downstream arcs. These cases can be easily 
identified by comparing the cumulative sending flows vs. outflows, and the cumulative receiving flows vs. inflows, 
which allows introducing an additional pivot point in the piecewise linear approximation of cumulative outflows. 

 
The sub-models BWP + CAP + FWP + NIM form a fixed point problem that can be solved in a finite number of 

iterations, if no gridlock occurs. Each one of these iteration is able to propagate a spillover phenomenon of one arc 
backward. In practice, only one iteration can be performed, leaving to the outer equilibrium iterations the task of 
fixing the spillback propagation as well. 

Clearly, the longer the time interval the shortest the computation runtime. Therefore, if the use case does not need 
a second-by-second simulation, the functional approach is more flexible than the simulation approach. 

A second advantage of the NPF wrt GLTM is the possibility of choosing the number of spillback (internal) 
iterations. Indeed, in the early outer iterations when we are far away from the equilibrium, gridlock is more likely to 
occur. But the resulting peaks of travel times induce a highly instable and fluctuating process to reach equilibrium. 
Therefore for the convergence it is better to perform only one spillback iteration per outer iteration, thus letting at 
early stages the queue grow more than what is physically possible on the arc where the spillover originates, instead 
of simulating the network necrosis produced by a gridlock (that will then disappear with further equilibrium 
iterations). 

3. Numerical tests 

3.1. Corridor to investigate Dynamic Network Loading 

The corridor under analysis consist of 7 links; each one is long 200 meters. The demand is constant for the first 
20 minutes and equal to 900 veh/h. The exit capacity of the 6th link is reduced from 1800 to 400 veh/h, which 
produces a bottleneck. The fundamental diagram of all links is plotted in Figure 8 with the ordinate axis pointing 
down to ensure consistency with the shockwaves of Table Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. In 
the simulation approach, the GLTM has intervals of one second. The time interval on the demand side are set 
initially to one minute. Time discretization of the supply side in the functional approach is set equal to that of the 
demand side. In the functional approach, exactly 7 iterations were enough to let the dynamic network loading 
achieve convergence, while one iteration solves the simulation approach, because no route choice is involved. 

 

 
Figure 8. Trapezoidal Fundamental diagram of the corridor. Shockwaves are identified: in green the free flow; in 

red the queue raise; in orange the queue dissipation. 
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The resulting congestion pattern is relatively simple. The demand flow departed from the first link arrives after 

one minute at the end of the 6th link. From that instant a queue starts developing backwards along the corridor, and a 
shockwave (in red) separates the hypocritical states related to the demand (900 veh/h) from the hypercritical states 
related to the bottleneck capacity (400 veh/h). Clearly, the queue spillbacks along the link sequence. When the 
demand flow ends, the queue start dissipating, and a second shockwaves appears (orange). The difficulty from a 
modelling point of view is the correct representation of the spillback phenomenon, especially in the context of the 
functional approach, consistently with the propagation of waves. 

 
Table 1. Inflows and travel times produced by the simulation approach. On the abscissa we have the timeline in 

seconds. 

 
 
On the ordinate we have the inflow in veh/h (of the next time interval) and the travel time in sec of each link of 

the corridor in sequence. Thus the table provides also a dynamic representation of the resulting flow states. In green, 
we have hypocritical states; in yellow hypercritical states; in orange we have spillback. The last row provides the 
od-cost in sec for users entering at a given time. 

 
Table 2. Difference of inflows and travel times between the simulation approach and the functional approach: in 

red the negative values in blue the positive ones. 

 
 
Table 3. Inflows and travel times produced by simulation (GLTM) approach (on the left) and the functional 

(NPF) approach (on the right) for time intervals of 10 minutes. 
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The results of Table Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. show that the two Network Congestion 
Models produce basically the same results in terms of both inflows and travel times. The only non-negligible 
difference is the Arc Time Map at the beginning of the simulation. Because the GLTM propagates the flows from 
the origin the error of the spreading effect affecting the Flow Propagation Model is not transmitted along the arc; on 
the contrary, in the NFP we could see some OD flow travelling at very high or very low speed because the spreading 
effect accelerates or delays a portion of the flow exiting from each node, as shown in Figure 6. 

The main aspects of the traffic phenomenon at hand can be well captured also by considering long time intervals 
(10 minutes), without introducing relevant distortions, as shown in Table Errore. L'origine riferimento non è 
stata trovata.. 

3.2. Fork to investigate the splitting rate issue 

The network is constituted by a bottleneck with capacity of 1000 veh/h and two exiting links: North bound and 
South bound. A demand of 1400 veh/h is directed for the first 20 min to destination North and for the second 20 min 
to destination South. In the simulation approach, the first loading provides wrong splitting rates at the diversion, 
because actually it takes more than 20 min for all the demand directed to North to exit the bottleneck, while after 40 
min a splitting rate based on capacities (that are assumed equal) is considers.  

However, the GLTM computes a correct value of the bottleneck travel time, so that during the second iteration 
the splitting rates are adjusted and the algorithm converges. 

In this case, it takes just two iterations for the dynamic network loading to adjust and provide arc flows consistent 
with the OD demand flows. 

 

 
Figure 9. Inflows of the North and South bounds resulting after the first (left picture) and second (right picture) 

iteration. 

3.3. Dipole to investigate Dynamic User Equilibrium 

Dipole is a simple network with two alternative roads to go from A to B: the main way and a deviation. The main 
way is 1.1 km long and has a bottleneck at the end with a capacity of 500 veh/h. The deviation is 10 km long. The 
capacity of all links is 2000 veh/h, the speed is 60 veh/h, the jam wave speed is 25 km/h, the jam density is 200 
veh/km. The fundamental diagram of the deviation has a quadratic hypocritical shape, which implies congestion 
along the link due to vehicle interaction (desired speed variance and consequent difficulties in overtaking). The 
travel demand is constant for the first 40 minutes and equal to 1500 veh/h. Time discretization is identical to the 
corridor case. 

Initially, the bottleneck is definitely the convenient alternative; but as the queue grows, its travel time increases, 
up to the point when the two alternatives are equivalent. At that point a share of demand flows starts choosing the 
deviation, instead of bottleneck. This share increases progressively, as the deviation gets also congested, although in 
hypocritical states, while the queue still grows at a lesser rate. At equilibrium, clearly the amount of demand flow 
choosing the bottleneck is exactly equal to the bottleneck capacity. Finally, the demand stops and the queue starts to 
dissipate. 
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Figure 10. Inflows and travel times produced by the simulation approach (GLTM) for time intervals of 1 minute. 
 

 
Figure 11. Inflows and travel times produced by the functional approach (NPF) for time intervals of 1 minute. 
 
The only (minor) differences that can be perceived between the two proposed models are relate to the travel time 

computation in absence of flow, where the current NPF implementation is hybridized with the AKW model. Indeed. 
travel times are not a direct output of the GLTM, and they have to be retrieved from the entry-exit model, which is 
affected by approximations. 

 

 
Figure 12. Convergence pattern to the equilibrium with simulation (GLTM) approach (on the left) and with the 

functional (NPF) approach (on the right) for time intervals of 1 minute. 
 
As shown in Figure 12, the Gradient Projection algorithm is able to solve both models at any level of precision. 

However, the functional approach shows better performances in this respect. 
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Figure 13. Inflows and travel times produced the simulation approach (GLTM) for time intervals of 10 minutes. 
 

 
Figure 14. Inflows and travel times produced by the functional approach (NPF)for time intervals of 10 minutes. 
 

 
Figure 15. Convergence pattern to the equilibrium with simulation (GLTM) approach (on the left) and with the 

functional (NPF) approach (on the right) for time intervals of 10 minutes. 
 
It is interesting to notice that, considering time intervals of 10 minutes, we still have a realistic picture of what 

happens on the network, despite the approximations induced by the rough time discretization. Convergence is much 
easier: after all the number of variables that we are moving is 10 times less.  

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper a general framework for modelling DTA using a Link Transmission Model has been presented. A 
more classical approach, where the GLTM is used as a simulation tool to reproduce network congestion on the 
supply side, is compared with a more innovative approach, where the same components of the GLTM are used to 
provide a Network Performance Function that is a relation among temporal profiles. The outputs of the two resulting 
models in terms of flows and travel times are basically identical, regardless the temporal discretization that is used 
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on the demand side for the route choice and the flow propagation. This gives a great flexibility in the application of 
the two approaches in different use cases which constitutes the main achievement of this work. 

From a computational perspective, the simulation approach is more consuming in terms of runtime and memory 
because the internal temporal layers must be anyhow rather brief (few seconds), so as to satisfy the constraint that no 
kinematic wave, propagating hypocritical flow states forward from the arc tail or hypercritical states backward from 
its head, is faster than the ratio between link length and interval duration. 

On the contrary, the functional approach allows for long time intervals (few minutes). This advantage comes with 
a price: in presence of spatial non-separability, i.e. node stream conflicts and spillback, the dynamic network loading 
model requires some internal iterations to propagate the effects of queue congestion upstream. This inconvenient is 
less relevant in the context of an equilibrium problem where it is possible to perform only one internal iteration, 
leaving to the outer iterations the task of adjusting also the dynamic network loading, beside the route choice.  

The simulation approach, instead, implies a straightforward computation in chronological order without internal 
iterations. However, the splitting rates (turning fractions) used in this process are consistent only with the flow 
propagation at the demand side, while OD flows are not satisfied on the supply side at the generic iteration; this 
inconsistency is solved only at equilibrium. For this reason, after stopping the equilibrium process (sometimes this 
happens in practice because the maximum number of iterations is reached, without satisfying the desired 
convergence criterion), it is convenient to perform a limited number of additional iterations with fixed route choices 
(keeping the same temporal profiles of the arc conditional probabilities by destination) to adjust the dynamic 
network loading and thus achieving OD flow consistency also on the supply side; this process indeed converges 
much faster than equilibrium and a few iterations (typically less than 10) are enough. 

More specifically, the complexity of one outer iteration of equilibrium is:   |Z|  |A|  |T|  + NCM ; 
the complexity of the NCM with the simulation approach is:   |I|  |A| ; 
the complexity of the NCM with the functional approach is:   n  |T|  |A| ; 
where |Z| is the number of zones (destinations), |A| is the number of arcs, |T| is the number of time intervals on the 
demand side, |I| is the number of simulation intervals, n is the number of internal iterations (can be one),  and  are 
the number of cpu operations to process each network element respectively on the demand and supply side. 

In real applications we can consider: |I|  100  |T| and n = 1. However, in the context of an equilibrium problem 
the higher complexity of the simulation approach does not affect substantially the overall complexity, because 
typically  and  have the same order of magnitude, while |Z| >> 100.  

Two use cases are discussed in the following: real-time traffic management, off-line transport planning. In the 
first case, run times are a relevant issue, but precise convergence to equilibrium is not compelling (under some 
circumstances, we can even assume fixed splitting rates), while consistency in the dynamic network loading is 
highly desirable. Moreover, if signal setting and coordination are an issue, a higher detail and granularity on the 
supply side is required. This induces to adopt the simulation approach. 

In the second case, convergence to equilibrium is compelling because it allows a consistent comparison of design 
scenarios, but there are softer constraints in terms of computation runtime. Here, we are interested in the evaluation 
of Key Performance Indicators resulting from the assignment, while a more detailed representation of the supply 
side can be achieved as a post process, after equilibrium is reached. This induces to adopt the functional approach, 
which proves to be more robust in terms of convergence (for example, fictitious gridlock states that would appear 
during the equilibration process can be avoided considering n = 1), and maybe a GLTM with the splitting rates 
resulting from equilibrium on top of it. 

Other numerical test not presented here for brevity prove the validity of the these conclusions on larger networks. 
However, in this case convergence is not as fast as for the simple dipole, due to the higher overall complexity of the 
problem. In general, with 100 iterations of Gradient Projection we can expect to reach 10-4, while with 100 iterations 
of MSA we cannot expect to reach more than 10-3. These one or two additional levels of convergence in logarithmic 
scale imply 10 to 100 times higher precision, which can mean a lot in terms of solution quality and robustness. A 
more detailed analysis of the Gradient Projection algorithm compared with the MSA has been addressed with 
respect to larger networks in Gentile (2014b). 
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Table 4. Strengths and weakness of the two proposed methods: simulation (GLTM), functional (NPF). 
Feature GLTM NPF 
Possibility of using long time intervals with relevant runtime reductions no yes 
Possibility of choosing the number of internal spillback iterations to avoid gridlock at early 
external equilibrium iterations 

no yes 

Full precision of the spillback calculation yes no 
Spreading effect that accelerates or delays flows confined to a local arc distortion yes no 
Supply side flows consistent with OD demand at each iteration and not only at equilibrium no yes 
Travel time computation hybridized with the AKW model for hypocritical states no yes 
Smoother convergence to equilibrium no yes 
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